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• UK e-Science & The Comb-e-Chem Project
• Security!
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Continuum of plan types
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Grid Service – Why?
• The submitter of a sample will have  a more detailed
knowledge and understanding of it and hence be able to
purposefully contribute to the experiment
• The users of the service are distributed across the UK, yet
need to collaborate closely with NCS staff
•  NCS staff are busy with 'demanding' samples and the
ability of a user to manage their routine samples greatly
relieves this pressure
• High throughput demands effective sample management
and tracking, especially when a user has multiple samples
in the system
• A user can monitor 'out of hours' experiments to ensure
they complete successfully and that most effective use of










• Security is crucial to the successful operation of the
NCS Grid Service,
• authentication of users
• maintaining the integrity of their data.
• For NCS, we have set up a well-defined trust network,
with its own CA and RA.
• All data transfer is encrypted,
• A user is authorised to access only their own data,
or monitor their own experiments.
• the user’s credentials are mapped to the




• Security risk management
• Security technology development
• process-based authorisation extensions
• WS-Security message processing
• Security implementation
• operating policies and public key infrastructureMarch 2004
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Application to NCS Service
• Assets:
• campus system and network integrity (M/H)
• sample tracking data (M)
• experimental result data (L/M)
• grid service integrity (L/M)
• Risks:
• system attacks from outside campus (H)
• systems attacks from inside campus (H)
• compromise of remote user credentials (H)




• be able to authenticate “singleton” remote users
• be easy to operate by Chemists
• be secure enough for academic users & Industry?
• Analysis of existing NCS authentication:
• uses personal knowledge of user community
• uses contextual information (e.g. EPSRC project codes)
• lightweight for both NCS and their customers
• Public key infrastructure developments:
• Comb-e-Chem certification policy agreed
• procedures developed for NCS to certify remote users









































































































































































































NCS - How it works
• The Status Service determines the client’s
Distinguished Name (DN) from their NCS certificate
• queries the Sample Database
• list of all samples submitted by the client
• they may only see their own samples.
• client’s browser, shows the status of each sample.
• The client may regularly track the progress of their
samples within the NCS system.
• Once a sample enters the Running state,
• a link is made available to the Control Service,





• The Control Service provides the client with a portal to
their running X-ray diffraction experiment
• opportunity to observe the experiment in progress, and
to steer it if they wish.
• The display is continuously updated,
• reflects the current state of the experiment
• prescans, unit cell determination, full data collection
and data processing.
• Scanned images and other raw data are collected by
the diffractometer, and published via the portal
•  enabling the client to make informed decisions at each
stage whether to continue the experiment, etc.March 2004
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• The client can examine the images returned for
the prescan, to determine the quality of the
crystal.  They may then choose to reject the
crystal if they wish.  A timeout ensures that the
experiment may continue, if the client is not




Once the experiment has completed, a summary
of the results is automatically published and linked










































• Issues of interaction with existing databases
• Graphical front ends currently make for
complex query architecture over a grid
• This is being addressed and will employ a























Agent to listen for 
end of experiments,




























• Remote control of equipment
• Interaction with people & equipment
• Safety Critical Systems
• External & Internal control of systems can
lead to safety conflicts








Video – fun but useful with limited bandwidth?









VNC ideal for connecting existing programs – developing
Web Service/SOAP VNC but how much control?
LAB












Very useful inside the service – but not suitable for























• Smart Lab front end
• Transfer URI as well as sample giving
access to the materials preparation
• Capture of crystal selection process with
user interaction.
• More automated data analysis
• Automatic publication (xtl-prints)March 2004
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HT-Raman
• Instrument & Data Service
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